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Hi I'm Steve and I’m coming from CSU in Fort Collins where I work with Dr. Jody Vogeler on remote sensing of forest change. Today I’m going to present on something which is perhaps a bit tangential to the theme of this session, but it’s still very relevant to really anyone doing remote sensing these days. Our work began in support of the NLCD Tree Canopy Cover product in partnership with Karen Schleeweis and Mark Nelson of the forest service, but it’s broadened in scope a little because this an issue in remote sensing generally.  There are now many national scale projects including NLCD products that intend to generate maps at higher frequencies to support larger area monitoring. Some of those efforts as well as a lot of smaller science products (including my own work) often involve temporal transfer of remote sensing models. And because of a lack of reference data, those maps often aren't able to be properly validated for the time periods they represent. So I’m going to discus why it's important that we evaluate the use of temporal transfer and the assumptions surrounding it. Then I’m going to propose some diagnostics to poke at those assumptions using a case study of tree canopy cover mapping in the state of Michigan. 
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Thanks to the opening of the Landsat archive and advent of cloud computing, remote sensing has rapidly been moving away from simple two-date change detection and towards more frequent monitoring, often using the temporal transfer of models. Just to be clear, when I say temporal transfer, I mean training an empirical model with reference and remote sensing data in one time period and then applying it to remote sensing data in another time period. This is becoming increasingly common and is used for the generation of major land cover products. Land cover maps can often be validated for every year because a skilled technician can infer land cover from a mix of Landsat and high resolution imagery. But this isn't the case for many land attributes, particularly most continuous attributes like tree cover, biomass, height, fuels, etc. And often we assume that if imagery undergoes atmospheric correction then it's totally safe for temporal transfer of models, but there is still a major problem with that assumption.
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The problem is that there are still a lot of causes of spectral differences between time periods that don't represent any real on the ground change, or at least not the type of change we're interested in. The includes bi-directional reflectance functions, sensor drift, differences between sensors, changes in soil moisture or phenology, etc. We are all aware of these potential issues and yet we still treat spectral data as if it's consistent enough for time series analysis. And maybe it is and maybe it isn't, but that's what we need to be able to find out for every application to enable correct inferences to be made from maps.
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That’s especially important because of the way in which we use remote sensing-based maps. I can pretty much guarantee you that when someone downloads and uses one of YOUR maps one of the first things they're going to do is run zonal statistics and see what the average or total value is for their area of interest. This is effectively a form of survey sampling known as model-based inference. The problem with model-based estimators is they can be very biased and also produce grossly incorrect confidence intervals if the model isn’t correctly specified. Which means that people could be drawing very wrong inferences from our maps potentially leading to poor decision making. So the question is: how do you know that a model is correctly specified when applying it to a new time period with spectral data may have all the issues I just mentioned? This fundamental question is the reason I believe the remote sensing community needs to develop a set of good practice guidelines for evaluating model specification when temporally transferring remote sensing models. 
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So I'm going to propose a solution to this problem, and I realize this may not be the best solution, but I'm hoping this will get the ball rolling so the community can develop better statistical approaches to deal the uncertainty that comes with temporal transfer. Our approach implements temporal cross-validation with blocking on the time period represented in each map (in this case years). We use blocking because models are not just used for forecasting or hindcasting but both and everything in between. We then combine this temporal cross-validation with a multiscale assessment where map predictions are compared to reference data at the pixel/plot level and then also at multiple scales of tessellation. In the cells of these tessellations we produce model-based predictions of the mean value for the cell and then compare that to design-based estimates from the reference data because the design-based estimates are guaranteed to be unbiased and it’s easy to generate confidence intervals for them. This multiscale assessment emulates the most common application by map users which is to produce small area estimates, and it also illustrates spatial patterns in error at multiple scales.Because of limited time I'll show only 5 of the diagnostics we're considering. But there are a lot of potential variations in analysis using this basic framework of temporal cross-validation with blocking and a multiscale assessment. It's important to remember that these are meant to be a set of diagnostic tools for a remote sensing analyst during product development, NOT a means to communicate uncertainty to map users without distilling it somehow. 
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We demonstrate these diagnostics for mapping tree cover in the state of Michigan. Our reference data consists of photo-interpretations of tree canopy cover at FIA plots for three years. We then predict and map tree cover using annual Landsat mosaics processed with the LandTrendr algorithm, which fits line segments to a pixel's time series to remove some temporal fluctuations that likely don't represent actual ground changes. The map predictions are done with models based on different temporal subsets of training data. Both the maps and the reference data are then tessellated at two scales evaluation. The diagnostics I show are primarily for a single test year but this can also be implemented to show the average result over multiple years. 



• Difference in pixel-level bias or error when applying to new time periods
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The first diagnostic is a simple comparison of pixel level predictions against observations. In our baseline scenario we validate against data within the same year as the training data, which I call OOB here for out-of-bag because we’re using random forest models. In our temporal cross-validation scenario, called TCV, we test on a withheld year. This diagnostic for testing on data within the same year is typically where accuracy assessment starts and ends. By comparing to temporal cross validation we can see if error or bias change at this pixel scale when applying the model to other years. First we compare Landsat to LandTrendr and see that even when applying within the same year LandTrendr improves accuracy, so I’m going to focus on that for most subsequent analyses. Next we compare OOB to TCV and see that in this case the precision of estimates actually improves with TCV, but that the bias increases but by a minor amount. 



• Maps show TCV – OOB (within year) models for each year
• Indicates potential spatial-patterns in pixel level difference when applying to new time periods
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Next we see how model predictions vary spatially by looking at the difference between maps generated from training data in the year of interest and maps generated with training data from other years. Here we're assuming that because our within-year (or OOB) models had lower bias that they should be a more accurate representation of the "truth" and systematic departures of a map made from the TCV model could represent biased estimates in certain areas. In this example we see that the TCV model has a tendency to produce lower predictions of cover in areas with dense forests such as the upper peninsula for 2010 but higher estimates for a different year such 2016. If these are indeed under or overestimates then a map user comparing dates would think that cover has increased more than it actually has.
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To tell whether or not are maps are indeed biased in certain regions we compare them to the unbiased design-based estimates from the reference data. These maps show the mean predicted cover in each cell when applying model-based estimators to the TCV maps. This is shown as a shade of green. The outline of each cell shows how those predictions compare to the confidence intervals derived from the reference data. So even though maps of the previous slide indicated wide spread underestimation for 2010 with temporal transfer, the mean predictions are in fact mostly within the confidence intervals from the reference data at these scales. And we see the pattern of over or underestimates changes depending on what scale you're looking at, which is why observing at multiple scales is helpful. The other thing to consider here is that the confidence intervals for a cell could be really wide depending on the number of samples and the variance of the reference data, so we also visualize confidence interval width in these purple maps on the right. If the confidence intervals were too big then we may want to increase the cell sizes to have more samples in each cell or if possible collect more reference data. 
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To see if our predictions tend to over or underestimate cover for certain cover ranges, we can plot the model-based predictions against the design-based estimates at each scale. In this example our maps do tend to produce higher estimates than the reference data at high cover values even though they still fall within the fairly wide confidence intervals. From these scatterplots we can kind of see how the distribution of cover might differ between the maps and reference data at each scale. Or if we wanted we could visualize this more directly with some kind of distributional plots.



• Check overall reasonableness of  trend
• Variation in trend between temporal training subsets
• Compare predicted trend to trend in reference estimates
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Another simple way to investigate temporal transferability is to just plot the trend for an area estimate and see if it looks reasonable. You can do this for different temporal subsets of training data and also compare it to the trend in design based estimates from the reference data. Here we can see the trend in mean tree cover of forests for Michigan looks pretty reasonable for LandTrendr given the reforestation of old farm land in this region. However when looking at just using Landsat composites without LandTrendr, their are pretty significant annual variations that are likely just noise. On the plus side, using different temporal subsets only introduces a small bias in the estimates, but doesn't appear to affect the temporal pattern much.



1. Pixel-level Obs vs Pred 2. Maps of  TCV difference 3. Multiscale maps with CI 
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To recap, pixel level diagnostics that include temporal cross-validation can indicate the sensitivity of remote sensing models to unexpected variations of spectral data in new time periods. By combining this temporal cross-validation with a multiscale assessment we can emulate a common application by map users, and we can see patterns in over or underestimation when compared to a reference dataset. These types of analyses can be applied to a single year or averaged over multiple years. Together these diagnostics can help identify the potential for misspecification of a model in temporal transfer and can also indicate if small area estimates from the resulting maps are likely to be biased. They are a tool to identify issues and prompt further investigation into finding out the cause. 
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To summarize, user’s want more frequent maps, but we typically don’t have the reference data for training and testing in every time period so temporal transfer becomes necessary, which could lead to biased small area estimates and poor decisions. So we think there is a need to come up with some standard methods for evaluating temporal transfer. Our proposed solution is to use temporal cross-validation with blocking on the time period of interest and then combining with a multiscale assessment. There are still a number of outstanding issues that need to be resolved and incorporated into this framework like calculating model-based uncertainty which has very recently been made much easier.As we move towards more frequent monitoring, I think it’s important that we develop appropriate methods for dealing with the issues surrounding temporal transfer so we can support the needs of users while also preventing our maps from leading people astray. Thanks so much for your time and thank you to my collaborators and some help from others. If you have any questions or want to discuss further please find me after the session or email me. 
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To start with, remote sensing has rapidly been moving away from simple two-date change detection and towards frequent monitoring. This has happened largely as a result of the opening of the Landsat archive in 2008 and the advent of cloud computing platforms like Google Earth Engine. This move to monitoring has the potential to do all these wonder things and support a wide range of applications. BUT, there is often a lack of reference data available to both train remote sensing models and test the accuracy of every map for each time period. So temporal transfer of models is necessary and with that comes a host of assumptions and potential problems.






• Difference in empirical cumulative distribution functions for the small area estimates (i.e., cell means)

• Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) statistic = max difference from reference distribution
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These are plots of empirical cumulative distribution function of the mean cell values at each scale. These ECDF plots are little difficult to interpret if you aren't used to them but they show how many cells there are in certain ranges of cover. Here we see that the TCV maps have more cells with high cover than either the OOB maps or the reference data. The Kolmogrov-smirnoff test statistic shows the maximum difference between the distributions, and the p-value indicates the difference is “significant”. 



• Mean % absolute difference from the reference estimate across years
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Our previous examples were all focused on examining one test year, but here we examine the mean absolute difference between the map predictions and reference estimates across years. We normalize by the mean reference estimate in the cell so you can kind of think of it as an indicator of mean percent error. In this example we see that the TCV predictions in some cells like the northern peninsula deviate more from the reference estimates than when using models trained within the same year as testing. An analyst could look at this and decide to spend more time figuring out what makes those areas less accurate in temporal transfer. Maybe more training data is needed there. Or maybe there is just one year with high error for a cell. Either way this diagnostic gives a multi-year summary of a starting place to investigate.



1. Pixel-level Obs vs Pred 2. Maps of  TCV difference 3. Multiscale maps with CI 
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To recap, pixel level diagnostics that include temporal cross-validation can indicate the sensitivity of remote sensing models to unexpected variations of spectral data in new time periods. By combining this temporal cross-validation with a multiscale assessment we can emulate a common application of maps, and we can see patterns in over or underestimation when compared to a reference dataset. These types of analyses can be applied to a single year or averaged over multiple years. Together these diagnostics can help identify the potential for misspecification of a model in temporal transfer and can also indicate if small area estimates from the resulting maps are likely to be biased. They are a tool to identify issues and prompt further investigation to identify the cause. 



* McRoberts et al. 2022 - Statistically rigorous, model-based inferences from maps
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There are still a number of outstanding issues that need to be resolved. For one, this framework would only provide an indicator of biased estimation when temporally transferring models. It can’t tell us what the bias would actually be in years without any reference data. We also need to resolve the issue of sample variance being the cause of apparent differences, perhaps by using bootstrapping. It would also be good to add uncertainty calculation for the model-based predictions which was very recently made much more feasible. I also want to reiterate that this intended as tools for product generation and we’d need to figure out how to distill this into more concise information to be communicated to users.
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